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:Choose the correct answer1)A) 

1-While I ………………….home, a traffic policeman stopped me. 

driven-drove           d-was driving         c-bdriving                   -a 

2-………………… of you has left a blue car blocking the gate outside? 

Where-Why              d -Who            c-Which           b-a 

3-………………. Was the first person to walk on the moon? 

Where-When          d-Who                    c-bWhich            -a 

4-I met some of my friends as I was …………………..last night. 

shoppers  -shopping           d-cshopped               -shop                b-a 

5-My grandfather lives in the …………………… house in the block. 

much smaller-est              dsmall-csmall               -smaller           b-a 

6-Crimes …………………murder and kidnapping are very dangerous. 

as like -as such              d-such as            c-blike as            -a 

7-They were ……………….. to ten years in jail for killing someone. 

tpu-changed          d-charged           c-sentenced              b-a 

8-How do you …………………. People who refuse to cooperate ? 

deal in-deal with            d-cmake off            -pick out              b-a 

9-The ……………….. of the crash said the driver of the cab was speeding. 

officer-solider             d-victim                  c-bwitness            -a 

10-Do not tell anyone, but I…………. that Gamal is leaving the company. 

overdo-overturned          d-overlooked      c-overheard         b-a 
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11-Who can take ……………………… while the boss is away? 

advice -time         d-lity              cresponsibi-bchance                -a 

12-He went to play a ……………………….of tennis last vacation. 

card-race         d-game                 c-bmatch                 -a 

Write true or false on the following:B) 

false-b              true-A                              look at.is the same as  seekThe word -13 

false-b            true-A                     .continueis the same as  proceedThe word -14 

false-b            true -A                             .overturnis to turn upside down To  -15 

16-The word tasty is the same as delicious.                          A-true           b-false 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2)Write a paragraph on the following title: 

A sport that you like to watch on TV 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………student`s answer 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………… 
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